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UMTS Signaling: UMTS Interfaces, Protocols, Message Flows and Procedures Analyzed and ExplainedJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007

	UMTS is real. In a continuously growing number of countries we can walk in the stores of
	mobile network operators or resellers and take UMTS PC cards or even third-generation (3G)
	phones home and use them instantly. Every day the number of equipments and their feature
	sets gets broader. The “dream” of multimedia on mobile...
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The Best Software Writing I: Selected and Introduced by Joel SpolskyApress, 2005
Frustrated by the lack of well-written essays on software engineering, Joel Spolsky (of www.joelonsoftware.com fame) has put together a collection of his favorite writings on the topic.

With a nod to both the serious and funny sides of technical writing, The Best Software Writing I: Selected and Introduced by Joel Spolsky is an...
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Grid Database DesignAuerbach Publications, 2005
Computing has come a long way since our earliest beginnings. Many of
us have seen complete revisions of computing technology in our lifetimes.

I am not that old, and I have seen punch cards and Cray supercomputers,
numbered Basic on an Apple IIe, and highly structured C. Nearly all of
us can remember when the World Wide...
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Photoshop Elements 7 All-in-One For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2009
Photoshop Elements has evolved through several generations to become a sophisticated photo editor. What was once a low-end, consumer-grade product is now a tool for novice photo editors, amateur photographers, and professionals alike.

Elements shines on its own turf and is distinguished from Adobe Photoshop in many ways. Not only a...
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Requirements Analysis: From Business Views to ArchitecturePrentice Hall, 2002
The complete guide to requirements analysis for every system analyst and project team member.
Thousands of software projects are doomed from the start because they're based on a faulty understanding of the business problem that must be solved. The solution is effective requirements analysis. In Requirements Analysis: From Business Views to...
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Beginning Arduino (Technology in Action)Apress, 2013

	Want to light up a display? Control a touch screen? Program a robot? The Arduino is a microcontroller board that can help you do all of these things, plus nearly anything you can dream up. Even better, it's inexpensive and, with the help of Beginning Arduino, Second Edition, easy to learn.


	In Beginning Arduino,...
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Holographic Data Storage: From Theory to Practical SystemsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	The modern field of nonvolatile digital information storage is a bit more than a half-century old. During its history, the field has seen a small handful of technologies (magnetic tape, magnetic hard disk, magnetic flexible disk, consumer-derived optical disk) take root as ‘mainstream’. These technologies have persisted in the...
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Picture Yourself Creating with Photoshop Elements 5.0Course Technology PTR, 2006
Are you ready to do more with your digital photographs than store them away on a disc? Get ready to unleash your creativity as you explore what can happen when you combine digital photography with the amazing features of Photoshop Elements 5.0! Go in depth with the specific features of Photoshop Elements that work best with photographs. Begin by...
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Beacon Technologies: The Hitchhiker's Guide to the BeacosystemApress, 2016

	Learn the key standardsâ€•iBeacon, Eddystone, Bluetooth 4.0, and AltBeaconâ€•and how they work with other proximity technologies. Then build your understanding of the proximity framework and how to identify and deploy the best solutions for your own business, institutional, or consulting needs.


	Proximity technologyâ€•in...
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A+ Certification All-in-One Exam Guide, Sixth EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2006
The Number-One CompTIA A+ Exam Guide
 

"The most comprehensive publication on the market." -Certification Magazine

Completely revised and updated for all four new exams and reviewed and approved by CompTIA, this definitive volume covers everything you need to know to pass the CompTIA A+...
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AppleScript: The Definitive GuideO'Reilly, 2003
If you want to know all about AppleScript--the how, where, and why of using it--dig into AppleScript: The Definitive Guide. It doesn't make the mistake that other books do: it isn't about scripting this or that particular application, and it doesn't assume that learning AppleScript is easy or obvious. Instead, the book teaches and...
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The Complete Idiot's Guide to the InternetPrentice Hall, 2002
Easily accessible and fun overview of everything the Internet  has to offerThe new edition weeds out some coverage of lesser used  Internet features (such as Archie and Gopher) replacing them with hot  up-to-date coverage of live audio, conferencing, and push mediaThe  Complete Idiot's Guide to the Internet, 4th Edition is an updated  version of...
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